Handheld Monitoring
Get grain storage peace of mind with StorMax handheld grain temperature monitoring. StorMax
provides you with accurate digital data about your grain so you can proactively manage aeration
fans and prevent spoilage.
Ideal for grain storage managers with less than 100,000 bushels or for storage that covers a largescale area. The expandable StorMax system lets you easily upgrade from handheld monitoring to a
fully automated monitoring and control system with an IntegrisBasic or IntegrisPro system.
(see the IntegrisBasic and IntegrisPro information sheets for more details)

Detects grain changes
before spoilage occur!

Simply plug-in the StorMax monitor to
access grain temperature readings and
much more. StorMax automatically
stores all readings, which allows you to
analyze long-term trends.
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Removes the guesswork from storage management and replaces it with certainty.
StorMax lets you proactively manage grain condition by providing you with the grain
information you need to determine when and how long to run fans to cool and dry
your grain.

The StorMax Advantage
Built on the OPI-pioneered digital platform, rest-assured you’re investing in the most accurate,
reliable and expandable system on the market today.
• Temperature Sensing: Retractable series cables and 2-Wire digital technology for maximum
accuracy (+/-1.0oF) and reliability, as well as simplicity of installation and service.
• Moisture Sensing: Calculates moisture content by taking relative humidity and temperature
measurements up through the grain (typically every 4’)—with accuracies up to +/-1.0%.

Easy to install
sensing cables
are easily
serviced by
the customer.

StorMax Monitor
Includes many system plusses for ease-of-use:
• Single plug-in for multiple cables
• Displays up to 32 sensors per screen for quick analysis
• Stores up to a year’s worth of data for better ongoing management

Monitor Options
Monitors come in 2 styles: the DM/Delux and SM/Standard. Both monitors have the same ability to store and display
a year or mores worth of data, numerically or graphically. The only difference being the DM Monitor comes with a
back-lit screen and KITA for PC-plug in and battery re-charging KITA can be ordered extra with the SM monitor.
OPI-ONE
T/C (Thermocouple)
Temp Cables
Cables
3-Wire Adaptor

OPIGIMAlite Software Option
Optional OPIGIMAlite software
is available to upload historic
readings for PC viewing,
printing and storage.

StorMax Adapter System
Interfaces to an expanding range of devices to read
our older series OPI-ONE (analog) or T/C
(Thermocouple) cables, as well as 3-Wire, which we
use when cable groups exceed the 2-Wire limit.
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Investment Payback
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Cents per Bushel

This chart expresses StorMax in terms of
cents/bushel to reflect how little it costs
to achieve true peace of mind and the
ability to improve your bottom line. For
example, is a one time investment of
mere pennies per bushel justified
relative to securing your most valuable
asset, year in year out?

High End StorMax
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Low End StorMax
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“Low End” systems have 1
bin and no frills. “High End”
is a fully loaded 5-bin system.
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